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The only rule necessary
A N Y A T T E M P T T O D E F I N E the identity of Law
rence’s social atmosphere is doomed to failure. This must
be the presupposition with which one views this week’s
minor attempt to analyze Lawrence’s ambiance.
What is needed is a conceptual scheme of some des
cription upon which to base such an anaylsis, and it is pre
cisely this which is lacking. There seems to be no overall
description within the university of precisely what the
social atmosphere is designed to accomplish except for the
universial vague assumption that it should complement
and aid the academic experience. One suspects, however,
that the social influences in an education are as pervasive
as the academic, and consequently that a set of goals and
methods for attaining these goals are needed.
S U C H A S T A T E M E N T would provide that concept
ual scheme required for useful analysis, but in its absence,
one can only hope to foster incisive comment upon specific
issues. I his Lawrentian contains several essays aimed in
this direction.
In addition to the thoughts expressed, elsewhere, how
ever, there is a genuine need for a specific proposal for
change in the relationship of the university as an institution
to the social atmosphere of the campus. This refers to the
existence of, to say the least, anachronistic social regula
tions.
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I T IS E S S E N T I A L that the rules of the campus reflect
the basic premise that Lawrentians are obliged to respect
the rights and academic pursuits of their peers, but the
present situation of unenforced and unenforceable regula
tions is patently absurd. It undermines respect for the legit
imate demands of the university and has lost its basis in
reality.
L U C C , and ultimately the administration, must take a
stand. Either the students must be given the responsibility
to determine their own mode of social interaction, or the
university must stand by its principles (however archaic),
and begin the impossible attempt to enforce the rules.
S U C H A N A T T E M P T is impossible, of course, be
cause such regulations as those now existing cannot gain
legitimacy, and consequently obedience, from the students
until they are determined by students. The situation be
comes insoluble unless the regulations are in line with the
beliefs of the students, and they are given a voice in the
determination of the rules.
In order to reach a resolution, and to maintain both the
university’s integrity and rightful control over illegitimate
behavior, a system such as in effect at Macalester College
is desirable. There is only one regulation: only that behav
ior is illegitimate which interferes with the acaedmic pur
suits of one’s peers; that is, each member of the commun
ity must respect the rights of the rest of the college.
U N D E R S U C H A S Y S T E M , students are no longer en
couraged to develop devious methods to circumvent, or,
totally ignore, the rules. In each specific instance, each
member of the community is compelled to fully consider
all the implications of his actions for the community. Any
action which is felt to be deleterious by any member of
the university can be brought before the existing judicial
system for review and decision.
This single rule would place the responsibility for
actions with social consequences in the hands of individuals,
while still allowing the community to maintain control over
those who insist upon anti-social behavior. It would also
alter the mentality necessary to make social decisions, and
legitimatize widespread behavior now theoretically illegal
but which in no way harms the community.
S U C H A N E W S Y S T E M clearly parallels the direc
tion taken toward increased individual responsibility in the
new honor code and seems the only way out of the present
insoluble situation.

Mon., June 1, 1970

What does year ’75 hold for L.U.?
five-year plan seeks some answers
Rick Spain
Although it may not conjure up visions of a “brave new
Lawrence” comparable to those which preceded the release
of the Povolny Report, the forthcoming five-year plan for
the University represents another meaningful look at Law
rence’s future.
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FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW
Separately, but concurrent with
CALL BETWEEN
At Lawrence housing is a complicated headache to
• A M AND 1 P M.
the other plans, the business of those who plan it and a heartbreak to those who are con
fice and the development office
432-0072________ _
scripted into it. For generations students have accepted

Dormitory housing:
headache heartbreak hope

,

mediocrity in living conditions as a necessary sacrifice for
an education. In an era of increasing noise, pressures, and
excitement
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the serenity of one’s

room is no longer sacred. It is
time to take an interast in the
quality of our living conditions.
At Lawrence sanity space is
becoming smaller as the pace of
affairs accelerates. Is there no
escape? Between the stereos and
the scholar lies the roommate, the
television, the odor of cannibas
sativa or the drunken dregs.

fi

Carl Warnecke, Stanford Uni
versity architect, says that “The
purpose of college architecture
is to inspire academic excel
lence.” Students have emphati
cally replied in questionnaires
and conversations that they are
not satisfied with living condi
tions here at Lawrence as they
are now. Our noisy hallways, the
functional delight of Trever cells,
the sauna bath* of Ormsby, (the
only recreational facility in any
girls dormitory of any note) and
other abberations have all been
commented upon
Students and
administrators alike are aware
of these problems. Most faculty
know that dormitories exist. All
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the fraternities fade aw ay

estimation there are still worse
complaints. Many studenLs have

after their greasy demise w e m ay
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complained that there is not
enough bookshelf space or .study
room If such assertions arc ac
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administration

pletely.

erence to such plans

Tlve cffects on students

are financially feasible and per
haps inviting.
Given facilities, what can a
communal living situation be like?
There will undoubtedly be prob
lems. At the beginning they may
concern personnel and purpose.
Will the unit be merely small
group living for all or a select
group? Would the participants
take classes and meals at the uni
versity? I would like to see Law
rence open a living learning cen
ter. That is a group of students
living together who have no ac
tual ties with the university.
They would receive university

"For generations students have accepted me
diocrity in living conditions as a necessary sacri*
fice for an education . . . It is time to take an in
terest in the quality of our living conditions-"

are deeply concerned but . . .
Such considerations do not and
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In my
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Such units

credit for their independent work.
The students would essentially be
on their own to learn and grow.
The university would be open to
them and they to the members
of the university. Such an ar
rangement would be exciting in
tellectually and socially.
(The
independence of the members
could act as a goad to the rest
of the university.) Many colleges
are having great success with
varieties of this program. Among
them are Macalester. Fordham,
Johnstone. Goddard and Antioch.
It is ideas such as these that the
five year planning commission
might turn to. The administration
^nd faculty may listen instead of
reacting and dictating. With their
help the strains and pain of dormitory life may l\> eased, or
hopefully, eliminated

Eningen Study Center:
relocation, réévaluation necessary?
Ellen Priest
To get the maximum value from study abroad requires
a judicious combination of travel and carefully adapted cur
riculum. It is not sufficient to say that such study occurs in
an atmosphere unlike ours and amongst people unlike us.”
Associate Professor of English, Herbert K. Tjossem’s com
ment which appeared ini the
April 10 Lawrentian kindled group situation. Though the pres
doubts about the Eningen Study ent Eningen Study Center serves
Center among its current partici the last purpose admirably, this
pants, both students and faculty. is hardly adequate in light of
Because the program’s aims available opportunities — both
are nebulous, its success is dif academic and travel.
ficult to estimate. Present goals
Defects fall in two major
include allowing students to study categories: location and curricu
<xff-campug and travel without lum. Eningen’s small size and
losing credit; yet these goals or time - consuming transportation
others have never, according to connections with larger cities
Tjossem, been more specifically hinder frequent cultural educa
delineated.
tion, in terms of art, music, thea-

" Defects fall in two major catagories: loca
tion and curriculum. Eningen's small size and
time-consuming transportation connections with
larger cities hinder frequent cultural education,
in terms of art, music, theater, sports events or en
tertainm en t/'
In general, frequent reasons
for study abroad include D study
of language and literature, proba
bly tied to a language major; 2)
traveling widely while learning as
much as possible about one’s
base country without linguistic
expertise; 3) more specific to
the Eningentype program, study
ing and living in a close-knit

ATTENTION
MUSIC LOVERS

See and hear the Valley’s
most complete selection of
top name brand Hi-Fi compo
nents and systems.
Terms and lowest catalogue
discount prices on FISH ER
K E N W O O D , D U A L, P IC K E R 
ING, SH U R E , TEAC, SON Y,
ACOUSTIC R E SEA R C H , oth
ers.

APPLETON HI FI
CENTER
323 W . College Ave., Appleton

ter, sports events or entertain
ment.
Likewise, contact with German
young people of college age is
prohibitively difficult, since all
students over fifteen must leave
Eningen to attend school; thus
their social and academic foci
arte inaccessible to Lawrence
“ Eningers.”
Promoted by the university,
friendship with Eningen families
has thus far provided rewording
experience, yet even this limited
contact will decrease greatly
when twenty-one non-Germanspeaking students arrive among
the Summer-FaH 1970 group. The
present Eningen Lawrentians will
probably be the last group col
lectively competent in German.
Currently curriculum is not
handled in a manner suitable to
the center's travel schedule. Six
or seven days of studying normal
ly required by a three-course
load must be condensed into
three-and-one-half or four days,
while travel occupies the other
three; academics inevitably suf

fer. Yet work load in each
course cannot be significantly
eased, since students are receiv
ing full Lawrence credit.
Curricular problems also arise
in subject offerings. Since few
professors have volunteered to
spend a year dn Eningen (witness
difficulty in obtaining a German
prof for 1970-71 >, courses are se
lected on the basis of available
professors, rather than professors
according to desirable subjects.
Justification is shaky for teach
ing in Eningen courses better
taught in Appleton, due to lab,
library, or music facilities. In
addition, many students are now
sacrificing preferred courses in
order to live and travel in Ger
many, the sacrifice becoming
greater in absence of distribution
requirements.
In answer to these problems,
the following program is pro
posed:
A. Tailored to non-language
majors, a center whose stated
purpose is travel and cultural
contact, the latter being accom
plished through language courses
and seminars.
B. Located (if in Germany) in
a suburb of Munich or Frankfurt.
This would ¡retain advantages of
small - town personal contact,
while facilitation access to city
opportunities: theater, art, enterttainment, transportation. As both
are university cities, acquaint
ance with students could be pro
moted; language barriers would
pose minimal problems, since a
large percentage of German stu

Community dilem m a:
faculty-student relations
Morton Schwartz
This article presents some general observations on student-faculty relationships at Lawrence by a first year fac
ulty member. I hope this article will generate some furth
er thought on the subject.
Student-faculty relationships here seem to fall into three
broad categories: scholastic, gov
ernance of the university, and so
cial.
The scholastic relationships ap
pear to be relatively successful
outside the classrooms. Those
programs which require close co
operation between the student
and teacher, such as tutorials,
independent studies and honors
projects, have produced very
-favorable results. However, the
relationships within the class
room seem to be much less sat
isfying to both students and fac
ulty members.
The ¿students
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dents speak functional English.
Also, both locations provide equal
ly easy access to travel in all
parts of Europe.
C. Lawrence would maintain
two professoms, one of whom
could be a native German. The
following three credits would be
offered to each student:
1) one credit of German, either
beginning or intermediate; Ger
man 4 would be required before
coming.
2) one seminar credit. Student
would elect either a social sci
ence seminar dealing with Ger
man history, government and
economics since World War II,
or a German Humanities Semi
nar covering art, literature in
translation, philosophy, religion
and music of the 20th century.
3) one course-credit per term
for a seminar-type paper of stu
dent’s choice to be written at
the end of the second term and
dealing with some phase of his
European experience. This would
necessarily receive a “pass”
grade.
D. The center’s schedule would
still be based on 4 days of claus
es and three of travel per week,
as it now stands; also included
would be two five-day weekends,
three weeks between terms, and
a university-sponsored week in
Berlin.
In discussion among present
Eningen Lawrentians, it was
generally agreed that this pro
posal would alleviate most of the
difficulties described, while pre
serving the numerous benefits of
the German Studies Program.

fecbed by the decisions, except
where the group is not competent
to judge. Therefore in decisions
concerning the students’ social
life, the students should have au
tonomy and the faculty should
serve only as advisors. I do not
advocate a paternalistic role for
the faculty. The students must be
allowed to make the decisions and
accept the consequences of those
decisions.
Cultural events are shared by
the entire Lawinenee community
and should be controlled by

" A '-free' elective system at a liberal arts col
lege is not really free until the students participate
in the determination of the choices available to
them.“
complain of the lack of imagi
native approaches and dialogue in
the classroom. The faculty mem
bers’ predisposition to the lecture
approach is reinforced when at
tempts at classroom discussion
are met by student apathy. More
informal and honest discussion as
to the expectations and roles of
students and teachers in the
classroom would help to generate
more mutually satisfying class
room relationships.
The category of governance of
the university can be broken
down into thnee areas: social,
cultural and academic. My un
derlying premise in determining
jurisdiction in each of these areas
Ls that decisions should be made
by the group most directly ef-

boards which represent both the
students and faculty. I would
include in the area of cultural
events all university sponsored
activities.
While academic decisions effect
the whole community, I believe
the faculty should play the pre
dominant role in this area. De
cisions concerning faculty appoint
ments, promotions and tenure re
quire knowledge and ability to
evaluate academic credentials
which the itudents have not yet
developed. Students should ad
vise the faculty as to the teach
ing abilities of candidates and
faculty members.
A “free” elective system at a
liberal arts college is not really
free until the students participate

in the determination of the choices
available to them. I believe that
in curriculum matters students
and faculty should jointly con
sider new courses and depart
ments. The acceptance of students
on “ faculty” committees at Law
rence Ls a movement in the proper
direction.
Student-faculty social relation
ships range from unmarried fac
ulty members dating students to
no non-scholastic contacts. Young
faculty members and faculty
members without family obliga
tions can more easily socialize
with students. Friendships are
usually based upon similar inter
ests and outlooks and naturally
younger faculty members would
more readily have this common
basis with students.
Mowt student - faculty social
events at Lawrence tend to be
formal and artificial.
It is
ironic that it is necessary to have
special occasions created to fas
ter “informal” student-faculty
relationships. Before proposing
methods of improving social con
tact I believe it Ls necessary to
determine the degree to which
the student body wishes to in
crease this contact. My wife and
I have noticed a certain amount
of student discomfort from our
presence at student social events.
If the students and faculty desire
greater social contact, I would
suggest more informal and small
group gatherings in both student
and faculty residences.
The type of student-faculty re
lations which I envision seems
to emerge only during crises at
the university. I hope that this
type of understanding, communi
cation and respect can become
the norm rather than the excep
tion here at Lawrence.

from the editorial board

L e t t e r s to the E d i t o r
To the Editor:

verge of discovering the secret

Out of aU the rubble of last
week’s vituperative personal at
tacks from my farmer brothers
and intellectual peers comes the
rather startling realization that
many of the individualists on the
quad are either extremely toler
ant or extremely imperceptive.
If fraternities here have come
so far from the outdated images
of 15 years ago, what are they
doing putting up with national
organizations, Greek letter-names,
formal) rush, pledge training per
iods, activation ceremonies, round
r o b in s , organized freshman
drunks, uniform house jackets,
pledge and active pins, house
mothers, big-brother/little brother
monogrammcd paddles, review
ing troops at pledge formals, and
all other reminders of the era that
we have so happily esca^d?
Perhaps they are retained to re
mind everyone how far we’ve
come?

of the ideal liberal arts experi
ence.

CH A R LES G A L L M E Y E R

To the Editor:
The EAC would like to inform
Lawrentians that Congress may
soon open Pandora's box with a
$291,000,000 key. Congress soon
deliberates on whether to con
tinue funding the supersonic
transport plane, the SST. The
money on the lime is 291 million.
Clearly this is an unthinkable
sum to spend when lesser
amounts have been appropriated
fur more exigent priorities such
as air pollution 106 million, con
sumer protection 85 million, and
urban transportation 204 million.
Furthermore the estimated total
cost of 'this behemoth will proba
bly be well over 4 billion.
The deleterious effects of fly
ing this monster, which will
travel faster than sound, are
many: horrendous sonic booms,
high altitude pollution which may
produce climatic changes, air
port noise, and low altitude and
ground pollution (the plane will
burn over a tan of fuel per min
ute in takeoff). Expect research
figures on aspects of the SST
have been withheld from the
public and people are now suing
the government to release them.
As Senator Pnoxmire has under
stated it, “This is a stiff price
to pay so that a handful of busi
nessmen can have the privilege
of lunching in Europe rather
than on the plane.”
Therefore use any means you
have to let your representatives
in the Senate and especially in the
House know how you feel. Too
much is at stake to let yourself
and future Americans be exploit
ed by the aircraft industry lob
bies and Nixon's grandstanding.
Also remember th:' is not the
Boeing 147 jumbo jet which is
not supersonic. Note that the cut
on Nixon is not motivated by his
other politics; he is endorsing
the SST against the advice of 3
committees he and congress set
up to study the SST.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
COMMITTEE

To the Editor:
It may be a long way across
the street to the Music Conserva
tory, but last Friday night the
trip was well worth it.
Despite the university’s nonsupport, Donny Young and the
L. IJ. Jazz Band put together one
of the best performances 1 have
ever heard by a group of college
musicians. They should be per
forming every week, not just once
a year.
If there were some motivation
for all students to get as emo
tionally and intellectually involv
ed tin their work as these guys
were, Lawrence would be on the

R A N D Y SM ITH
To the Editor:

The recent articles of two
Lawrence Conservatory faculty
members have prompted a great
deal of thought. Both Mr* Dun
can and Mr. Below place a great
deal of emphasis on the need for
openness and change on the fac
ulty’s part, without really con
sidering the changes that stu
dents have to make also.
Students — whether they be in
the college or the conservatory—
must learn how to stop hiding
behind a type of intellectual
snobbery and begin to enjoy art.
Instead of always having to quali
fy enjoyment by using a lot of
words.
Understanding all the
technical aspects of a poem is
important, yes. but only if it aids
in the overall enjoyment of the
poem, knowing all about the
three sections of a fugue can be
wonderful — but if one considers
only the three sections, one can
never experience the pure joy of
listening to a series of musical
sounds that are truly delightful.
Learning about artistic tech
nique is very important, yes. The
more one can learn about the
ways that an artist achieves his
affects the more one can de
light in the art. But one must
also consider the reasons a poet

F-A-S-T
film
processing
Urge selection of PttUfcfc
Tape Recontara
Kodacfarane and Kodacolor.
Two Day Service!
Black and White, brought in
by 9 a m . ready aame day.
Largest ¿election of qual
ity camfcras m the area.

ideal photo
222 E . College Ave.

whites a poem, or a composer
writes a piano concerto. He does
not want the reader, or listener,
to tear everything apart and
analyze carefully, instead he aims
for a ‘‘pure aesthetic” response,
if that is at all possible. If a stu
dent concentrates too heavily on
the technical aspect?, he loses
the chance and the ability to re
act naturally to the art.
Too often one hides behind
technical detail. If instead the
student can learn to combine the
two kinds of knowledge, then he
will have the best of both worlds
—the intellectual and the emo
tional.
BECKY HUSTON

Campaign for
New Congress
marks advance
Progress on the movement for
a New Congress moved steadily
ahead last week, after a resolu
tion from LUCC to the faculty
supporting a calendar change al
lowing students to take a nineday break in October to work
for congressional candidates was
passed. LUCC also is considering
underwriting any financial ’loss
incurred because of the change.
President Bill Baer expressed
hope that the proposal would pass
the faculty. He cited a poll of
44 members of whom 65% had
assented.
Elsewhere in the Lawrence
movement, news from the Union
of National Draft Opposition
(UNDO) came to Lawrence from
junior Seth Freedman, who at
tended a national organization
meeting of the group in Prince
ton, N.J., on May 19-21.
UNDO has been organized "not
to duplicate, but to co-ordinate”
local draft opposition across the
nation. 139 schools were repre
sented at the meeting, along with
such groups as the ACLU and oth
er draft resistance groups.
The first major activity planned
by UNDO is a national draft card
turn-in and draft board march
day on June 10. Other projects
include establishing legal panels
and defense opportunities for re
sisters.
On the Lawrence campus, how
ever, Freedman reports that
UNDO isn’t doing too well. He
called a general strike meeting
on Tuesday but no one came.
The local draft counseling service
also declined to affiliate them
selves as a group with the na
tional organization, as they felt
it was too radical, and associa
tion with it might hurt their sup
port in Appleton.

CHOIR AUDITIONS
Auditions for the 1970-71 Con
cert Choir season will be held
June 1-5. Sign up for an au
dition time with Mr. Erickson
on the bulletin board outside
studio 144 in the Conservatory.
A Concert Tour is included in
next year's program. ANY
ONE interested in singing is
urged to try out.

Marshall B. Hulbert
T H IS SPR ING SEES the semi-retirement of one of
L a w r e n c e ’s most venerable elder administrative statesmen,
and it seems appropriate in this last Lawrentian to c o m 
m e nd Marshall B. Hulbert for his long years of service to
this com m unity.
M r . Hulbert cam e to L a w r e n c e in 1932, and has held
m ore positions in the administration anti faculty than there
is room here to enumerate. A brief list w ould include di
rector of admission, dean of the administration, dean of the
college, vice-president, professor of history, psychology,
music, and governm ent at various times, and m em bership
on several A C M committees.
HIS F IN E ST H O U R came last year w h e n he simul
taneously held the positions of vice-president and D e a n of
L a w r e n c e and D o w n e r Colleges and virtually single-handedly maintained the strength of the administration as sev
eral m em bers prepared to leave L a w ren c e. Fortunately,
M r . Hulbert will remain on cam pus next year as part-time
professor and part-time co-ordinator for the A C M .
A F T E R 38 Y E A R S A T L A W R E N C E , M r. Hulbert
well deserves the appreciation and gratitude of the entire
c a m p u s ; w e can only wish him well in his future endeavors.
H i s is a retirement richly deserved.

N e w s B r ie f s
S u m

m

e r

T a x

W A S H I N G T O N — (CPS) — Students working for
the summer may be entitled to exemption from income tax
withholding under the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Forms
for claiming this exemption are available from Internal
Revenue Service offices.
Any employee who had no income tax liability last year
and anticipates none this year can use Withholding Ex
emption Certificate, Form W-4E to claim the exemption,
the 1RS said. For 1970, a single person who makes less
than $1725 owes no tax. This is based on the $1,000 low
income allowance and a personal exemption from income
tax withholding on his wages.
It may also be possible to use this form if a taxpayer
wishes to refuse to pay taxes on moral or political grounds.
By not having any wages withheld, such protesters would
force the government to come after them.
W a s h i n g t o n

S e m e s t e r
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P a r t i c i p a n t s

In addition to the names listed last week, these stu
dents will also participate in the Washington Semester
next fall: Camille Cates and Ed Wonder.
P a r i s

S e m

i n a r

The following students have been selected to participate
in the Paris Seminar during term III of 1970-71.: Margar
et Allen, Deborah Anderson, Kimon Angelides, Anne
Brouwer, Nancy Firstenberger, Nancy Freeman, Richard
McLaughlin, Barbara Mehring, Sandy Moore, Kristen Ol
son, Peggy Page, Alice Ralph, Jacqueline Rauscher, Jean
St. Pierre, Eugenia Schenecker, and Laurie Werth.
K e n y o n

C o l l e g e

H o n o r s

S m i t h

Lawrence University president, Thomas S. Smith, re
ceived an honorary deg ee of laws from his alma mater,
Kenyon College, on May 3. As a 1947 graduate of Kenyon,
Pres. Smith took his degree magna cum laude. He re
ceived his doctorate in physics from The Ohio State Uni
versity in 1952. Pres. Smith also serves on numerous com
munity organizations in the Appleton area.
A i m

,

M o j o n n i e r ,

a n d

S t r e a t e r

The work of these three young rising artists will be
on exhibit in the Worchester Art Center from now until
Sunday. A reception will be held from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
Sunday in ifie art center featuring two films a few sounds,
and a short environment piece entitled “Ranch Hand.” Re
freshments will be served.
J u d i c i a l

PRESS

E x e m p t i o n s

B o a r d

Elected to Judicial Board Wednesday were David Healy
jumor representative; Dottie Kirie, senior representative;
Dick Jerde, sophomore representative, and nominated for
c h n ^ n H ^Un,° r„ and sen,or Positions will be Dave Rothssenior r a n f n a , I h
’ s°Phomores- Only one junior and
senior ran for the two positions open to those classes.

I
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733-4444

Letters to the Editor
Dear Students:

To the Editor:

Help advertise PEACE! Students
ait Whittier College (President
Nixon’s alma mater) with the
help of other students in the
Southern California area are set
ting up a United Students Com
munication Fund. This non-profit
organization wild set up a na
tional advertising campaign to
bring the students’ fight for Peace
and Non-violence to the people by
the utilization of mass media
(i.e. TV, radio, and newspa
pers).

If concerned students wrho are
protesting war should organize
internationally as they have done
nationally by joining hands with
students cn all campuses around
the world, might they not be able
to achieve great things?

The news people refuse to
cover non-violent protest. They
say it is not * news-worthy.”
People keep saying “You must
move the ‘silent majority.’ You
must attack the problem on an
economic basis.”
We are trying to do that, but
we need your help. One minute
of time on TV costs between $4,000
to $10,000. A full page ad in the
Los Angeles or New York Times
costs between $4,500 and $7,000.
We ask that each student mail
just one dollar. “ W E N EED
YOUR H E LP.”
We do not stand for any one
political candidate, nor are we
trying to promote anything but
non-violence, the end to all wars,
and the end of police and student
confrontations.

We are showing the American
people the integrity of the college
student and his legitimate con
cern for peace and non-violence.
It iis our hope that the United
Student Communication Fund will
continue to pressure the media
and the administration.
As students you can help as a
group or as individuals by send
ing a donation to: United Student
Communication Fund, Post Office
Box 712, Whittier, California,
90601.
Send to same address for post
ers and additional information.
U N IT E D STU D EN T
COM M UNICATIONS F U N D

To the Editor:
I am not a member of the
AFROTC unit here at Lawrence,
nor have I any plans of becoming
one. Nevertheless I think the
faculty decision to phase out the
Lawrence unit is a mistake. As
far as I and many of my peers
are concerned, the mission of a
school such as Lawrence is to
afford its students the oppor
tunity to learn and study as he
pleases, so long as he fulfills cer
tain requirements relating to his
elected major. The faculty, by
abolishing ROTC, is denying any
student whp so chooses, the right
to study that subject. (I should
like to know exactly who the
ROTC installation is hurting —
certainly not the faculty.)
I did not come to Lawrence to
have my decisions made for me
by a faculty who apparently does
not respect the wishes of some
of its students. I readily admit
that the majority of students
probably harbor no love for ROTC
(establishment trap, you know),
however, there are those who
want to be involved with ROTC,
for whatever reason, and why
shouldn’t they be allowed to do
so?
,
WILLIAM O. HUM LEKER

Might it be passible for them
constructively to accomplish what
has eluded prior generations and
including the United Nations,
World Peace Through Law, Uni
ted World Federalists, Atlantic
Union, and other high-minded
groups?
The great body of modoriaite re
sponsible students everywhere is
motivated by high idealism and
they are free from the restraints
of practical meoqssities, prece
dents, diplomacy, shams, and
hypocrisies which afflict political
leadens.
A* best the students might be
able to persuade and impel gov
ernments to adopt treaties, re
vise the United Nations Charter
or by other means to effectively
ban
wans
between
nations;
achieve
enforceable disarma
ment;. create regional interna
tional courts, accessible and less
expensive to use where legal dis
putes should be resolved and more
and better justice attained; de
velop the use of arbitration tri
bunals for ¡settling political and
economic differences plaguing
nation-;; create a staff of om
budsmen empowened to initiate
steps in courts or tribunals and
to negotiate for the protection
and interests of mankind; de
velop a supranational police force
to safeguard nations and man;
etc. Attaining these goals would
give the world more opportuni
ties and resources to tackle the
problems of hunger, population,
housing, pollution, urbanization,
etc.
At worst the students’ efforts
might create a climate and at
mosphere necessary or conducive
for
the encouragement
and
growth of basic efforts to achieve
such goals and possibly within
the span of thedr generation.
Hopefully the great body of re
sponsible moderate students will
avoid being misled by the intol
erant, the violent, the extrem
ists and
groups.

the ‘special interest’

Suppose the student leaders se
lected an advisory board made up
of practical international states
men and scholars which could
guide their efforts toward their
goals. Such action might enlist
the firm backing of virtually all
mankind and generate active sup
port by those feeling frustrated
in attaining such goals.
MALCOLM P. MOUAT
Janesville, Wise.

To the Editor:
For an institution claiming to
be tailored to personal consider
ation and flexibility and exacting
tuition as if that allegation were
true, allowing 4 people to obtain
the meal they had paid for 1 or
2 minutes after the “closing
time” of the food lines would
seem to be a reasonable accom
modation. However that seems
not to be the prevailing opinion,
as last Sunday 4 people arrived
1 or 2 minutes late (by Downer
clocks) and were not allowed to
get a meal, although they volun
teered to serve themselves (the
workers were obviously fatigued
from their 45 minutes of travail
at the counter) and although
there was food aplenty.
The presiding buneauerat ex
plained mechanically, “The line
is dosed; the line is closed; . .
and all but one of those bound to
serve him agreed.
Such petty bureaucracy is dis
gusting.
I hope that the Puritanic minds
of these people can be brought
up to a 20th century state of utili
tarian grace. If not, I suggest
that these people be replaced by
machines which, if they do not in
crease efficiency, will at least
promote a better understanding
between the paying customer and
the Downer employee.
DAVID SIMMONS

D o n ’t L u g H o m e Y o u r W in t e r W a r d r o b e
Store T h e m . . .

FREE
in our State Approved Licensed Warehouse
F o r P i c k U p C all 7 3 3 - 6 6 7 8

H Block Off Campus

THE
BUS. AD. MAJOR
SAID
STATISTICALLY:

-CALENDAR Friday, May 28—
Lawrence University Film
Board, “Flash Gordon, Part
I,” Stansbury 7:30 p.m.
Special Recital, Elaine Fetting,
Soprano, Harper, 8 p.m.
Saturday, May 30Brats Party on Union Hill, 4-7
p.m.
Lawrence University Film
Board, “Flash Gordon, Parts
I and II,” S.H. 161, 7 p.m.
Open Air Concert on Hill—«un
set
Sunday, May 31Woman’s Chorus Concert, Har
per, 3:30 p.m., Miss Taniguchi, director
Lawrence University Film
Board, “Flash Gordon, Part
II, S.H. 161, 7:30 p.m.
Monday, June 1—
Senior Recital, Bert Lord, or
ganist, Chapel, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, June 2—
Student Recital, Harper,
3 p.m.
Lawrence Christian Fellowship,
S.H. 166, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, June 3—
LUCC, 4 p.m., Riverview
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LUCC ponders surtax fee,
approves calendar change
T o m H osm anek
Next year’s proposed calendar
change, off-campus Living, and co
eduational living in the near fu
ture were topics of debate at
Wednesday’s LUCC meeting in
the Riverview Lounge.
Concerning next year’s LUCC
budget, LUCC vice-president Har
old Jordan did not mention the
results of hearings scheduled last
week, but did say his committee
“ was considering a surcharge (an
the student activity fee) for next
year.”
LUCC President Bill Baer said,
“The university seems to have
overlooked us in hiking its com
prehensive fee for next year.”
He mentioned deficit spending as
one alternative, and said any
raise in the student activity fee
would have to be approved by tihe
students a n d then President
Thomas S. Smith.
Discussion on LUCC No. 21
from last week’s meeting was
continued and Gail Toycen pro
posed an amendment which would
allow only seniors to live offcampus (the original motion pro
vided for sophomores and juniors
to be considered far off-campus
living, also).
Charles F. Lauter, dean of
student affairs, spoke against the
amendment. He said Lawrence
may have as many as 130 stu
dents living off-campus in the fu
ture and the senior class would be
seriously decimated.
The amendment passed, and
the main motion, LUCC No. 21
carried.
A resolution to the faculty, en
couraging the proposed calendar
change was presented.
Lauter said there were many
ramifications this break could
have. There would be financial
problems as to whether the uni
versity would stay open, how var
ious salaries would be adjusted,
and if the break was purely for
political reasons there could be
a danger of Lawrence losing its
present tax exempt status, he
said.
William A. Chaney, professor
of history, said the 3-3-3 system
at Lawrence was set up to
achieve a certain continuity and
such a break would “destroy this
continuity.” He objected to "po

liticizing the university” and won
dered if this would happen every
two years, particularly in 1972.

sible tutorial and use the break
as a source for field work, he
said.

Baer pointed out that gver 200
students were already committed
to work this summer and during
the break. He sadd the break
could be enacted as a “ reading
week” in which students coui'd
study or participate in political
activity without hurting their
academic standing.

Jordan proposed an amend
ment to strike three clauses of
the resolution which called the
strike far political reasons.

Lauter said the resolution only
asked the faculty “to consider”
the break. A majority of stu
dents are mot going to go off
politicking during this time any
way,” he said. Many students
would catch up on their reading
or do nothing during Winter
Weekend, he contended.
Peter A. Fritzell, assistant pro
fessor of English, suggested that
a break be recommended but for
no specific purpose.
Walter North said the break
“ would billow students to cam
paign for candidates of either
persuasion,” and emphasized the
special nature of the upcoming
elections. “ It isn’t just a two year
occasion,” he said, and cited the
campus spirit during the recent
strike as proof.
Tom Kinnealy advocated a de
cision which would be “ the most
convenient for the largest num
ber of people.”
“ This is another case of Law
rence students wanting every
thing on a silver platter,” said
John Moeller, “ If it is that im
portant to them they will do it
anyway.”
If school continued as usual
next fall, contended Gail Toycen,
those who chose to participate in
campaign activities would be
hurt academically.
Laiuter said that a survey m ade
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gested that first term schedules
could be worked out from Urban
Economics, Political Parties, and
Public

Policy.

Students
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“ Politics aside,” said Chaney,
"it doesn’t seem educationally
sound to schedule a break after
one month of school'.”
Baer said that the (university)
institution does exist within
a country and as such should re
late to its democratic processes.
He advocated “ breaking down
same of the walls around the
ivory tower.”
Jordan’s amendment passed,
and the resolution was adopted.
A resolution was offered tfio
compliment Chief of Police Earl
Wolff and the Appleaon Police
Force for their assistance during
the recent strike, but was with
drawn after Jordan and Steve
Haul mentioned confrontations
with police in which they were
insulted and met with derogatory
remarks, some with racial over
tones.

TW ENTY- SEVEN

The ad hoc committee to ex
amine coed living presented their
first report. A resolution signed
by Jordan, North, and Lauter
asked President Smith to talk to
the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees about coed
living for 1970-71. A motion sign
ed by North and Jordan asked
LUCC to pass legislation on this
matter.

“ I am vitally interested in ex
changing views with you,” Donald
Peterson, a Democratic candidate
for governor of Wisconsin, told
a gathering at Riverview Lounge
Miay 26.
Peterson strted his personal
reasons for running for the office
as brnng “ primeipaUy because
people asked me to,” adding that
his long history in politics pre
pared him for consideration of
such a post. He said that there
is a need for “a people’s advo
cate, who stands for what he
thinks the people really want.”
In discussing the war in South
East Asia, Peterson stated that
conccm about the war “can’t be
separated from any political po
sition.”
Much of Wisconsin's
funds go to support the war, he
said, and “we need these re
sources at home.”

Lauter said he would support
the resolution but not the motion
because it woUid force the pres
ident into “ a somewhat useless
confrontation.” He said he had
discussed coed living with Smith
six months ago and this would
only hurt it by needlessly speed
ing up the timetable.
Fritzell said he definitely fav
ored coed living and that his
graduate alma mater has the
most extensive and probably most
successful coed living in the na
tion. However, he said, this was
due to careful planning and
scheduling.
After continued discussion the
resolution and substitute motion
passed.
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M E M B E R S of the M odern D a n c e
class staged a performance Friday and Saturday nights in
Stansbury Theatre. T h e routine w as choreographed by
M iss Lila D . Bellinger.

Candidate Peterson attacks
government fed polarization
Martha Larson

W h en asked what he as gover
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ment intervention in the “very
private lives of the people.”
The problem of environmental
continuation “really is a federal
problem,” he observed, adding
that a crackdown on state indus
try was a means of “directly
facing” the problem. He assured
the group that as governor he
would make no political appoint
ments to the Board of Regents
who control the Department of
Natural Resources.
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COURSE SCHEDULE CHANGES
Anthropology is making its plans on the assumption that a
fourth person will join the department. What courses he or she
will teach, other than Intro, is not now known. Mr. Mason also
reports that there will be a full time sociologist on campus,
but again, what courses will be offered is not yet known.
The corrections;
Page 16: Add Anthropology 13C
1:30 M W F
New Person
Delete Anthropology 21
Anthropology 81: change title to “ Seminar in Method” and
instructor to Hickman.
Page 17: Anthropology 13A will be given; the new person will
teach it..
Delete Anthropology 44
Add Anthropology 85. Senior Seminar, to be arranged.
Page 18: Delete Anthropology 13A and Anthropology 31
Change the time of Anthropology 37 to 11:10 M W F
Delete Anthropology 83
Pages 39 and 41; Change the prerequisite for English 14, 15, 16,
17 and 18 to read: “Junior rank or consent of instructor.”

FILM
CLASSICS
JU N E 6 th and 7 th
IN T E R N A T IO N A L
HOUSE

with W . C. Fields
Saturday and Sunday Nights,
Stansbury

Admission: 5 0 cents

For the B E ST B U Y S in S C H O O L SUPPLIES, A R T
and D R A F T IN G M A T E R IA L S
SYLVESTER

&

N I E L S E N , In c .

213 E. College Ave.

Appleton, Wisconsin

Delts win annual
frat track meet
Delta Tau Delta ran off with
the coveted annual spring track
meet honors this year. The Dolts
racked up 59 team points to the
nearest 45 scored by the Fijis.
Thoie two squads were followed
by the Phis with 31, the Betas
with 11, the Taus with 9. and the
Eps with 8. A close battle for the
lat slot.
The Delts were paced by allaround athlete's John B<rgh,
Strat Warden, and Jim Dyer.
Borgh won tht* discus arnd shot,
and placed second in the broad
jump. Warden won the
mile,
the 3fl0 yard run, and set a new
reicard in the high jump with a
6’1” leap.
Dyer won the 600
yard run and placed second in
the 3/4 mile.
Two other new records were
?et at the meet. Joe Oiauncey of
the Fijis and Ctuick Dawes tied
the old record of 9’6” in tlx? pole
vault. Phi Willie Davis ran a
\15.2 in the 120 yard low hurdles
to break the old mark.
Other event winners were Dick
Cate in the 75 yard dawh, Dave
Arakawa in the javelin, and
Pete Savings and Jim Huegerieh
tying in the long jump TTh‘ high
light of the day’s festvities was
the 880 yard relay. In by far the
most exciting finish of the meet
the Delts nosed out the Figis at
the wire to win it.

Vikings place two on
all-conference squad
The all-Midwest
Conference
baseball team was announced last
Wednesday. Lawrence placed two
players on the Northern Division
squad, Dave “ Rocky” Rothschild
at shortsop and Roger Hildebrand
in the outfield.
St. Olaf placed five men on
the team. The Oles had won the
conference
championship out
right by whipping Southern Div
ision champs Cornell in a bestof-three playoff, 8-2, 8-0.
Hildebrand
and
Rothscliild
were no surprise members to tlje
all-star team. Rothdiild sparked
a young infield with his fine field
ing and his .250 batting average.
Hildebrand roamed the outfield
with his usual skill all season
besides leading the team in hit
ting, slugging, and home runs.
The Vikes will be losing Hilde
brand through graduation, but
Rothchild will be returning to
anchor a veteran infield. Next
year should indeed be bright with
the return of such young talent
to the Lawrence diamondmcn.
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Faculty awarded grants
for varied summer study
21
members of the Lawrence
University faculty have been
awarded University grants for
summer study, according to Uni
versity Vice President Marshall
B. Hulbert.
They are John J. Alfieri, pro
fessor of Spanish; Daniel L. Arnaud, assistant professor of class
ics; William Bremer, instructor
in history; David M. Cook, as
sistant professor of physics; Larrimore C. Crockett, assistant pro
fessor of religion; Maurice B.
Cunningham, professor of class
ics; Thomas Dale, professor of
English; Peter Fritzell, assistant
professor of English, and Paul
Haberland, assistant professor of
German.
Also, Mary Heinecke, assistant
professor of physical education;
John Hofland, assistant professor
of physics; Joseph Marchal, in
structor in philosophy; Roanld
Mason, associate professor of
anthropology;, Edward J. Moody,
instructor in anthropology; Sum
ner Richman, associate professor
of biology; F. Everette Rosemond, instructor in Spanish, and
Morton D. Schwarz, instructor
in economics.
Also, Gilbelt Shibley, assistant
professor of biology; John M.
Stanley, associate professor of
religion; Ronald Tank, associate
professor of geology, and Hans
Ternes, assistant professor of
German.
Many of the faculty members
plan to use their grants to help
defray travel costs in connection
with work in progress.
Tank, associate professor of
geology, is going to Tokyo, to
present a paper to the Interna
tional Mineralogical Association
Institute, and and also to study
clay mineral genesis in volcanic
activity.
Stanley, associate professor of
reSigion who will spend the next
school year in India with an
ACM program there, will do re
search on Hinduism under his
grant.
Professor Alfieri is to do re
search on Galdos, a Spanish
novelist, in New York City and
Cambridge, Mass., while Rosemond, an instructor in the Span
ish Department, plans to go to
Madrid, Spain to interview Gab
riel Celaya, poet-novelist, as part
of his research for his doctoral
dissertation on Ceffaya’s works.
Associate professor of biology
Sumner Richman and Gilbert
Shibley, assistant professor of bi
ology wiill be traveling to marine
laboratories at opposite ends of
the continent on their grants.

Richman plans to return to the
Marine Biology Laboratory at
Woods Hole, Mass, ’where he
worked last summer, before con
tinuing on to Scotland for a zooplarikton research project sup
ported by the Scotland Depart
ment of Fisheries.
Shibley will go to Friday Har
bor Laboratory of the University
of Washington on Puget Sound to
begin sabbatical research on the
behaviorial physiology of marine
hydroids.
Also planning to go to Europe
this summer is classics profes
sor Maurice Cunningham, who
will' use his grant to meet travel
expenses involved in visiting li
braries in France, Italy, Ger
many and Switzerland in connect
ion with his study of Priscian
manuscripts.
Several members of the fac
ulty are planning to attend con
ferences and summer courses on
their grants.
Cook, assistant professor of
physics, will attend a week-long
conference at the Illinois Insti
tute of Technology on tihe use of
computers in science education.
Hofland, also an assistant pro
fessor of physics, is going to take
a short course at the Argonne Na
tional Laboratories in nuclear ra
diation detection.
Mary Heinecke, assistant pro
fessor of physical education,
plans to use her grant to study
eurhythmies at the Dalcroe
School of Music in preparation
for teaching a new course to be
offered at Lawrence Conserva
tory starting in the second term
next year.
Planning visits to libraries in
the New York City area under his
grant is Professor Dale, of the
English Department, who is do
ing continuing study of the works
of Sir Walter Scott.
Assistant professor of classics
Ajjiaud will use his grant in the
preparation of a book based on
the humor in Ovid’s Metamorphesis. Fritzell, assistant professor
of English, is preparing a book
titled "Human Ecology: The Di
lemma of the American Natura
list.”
Crockett, assistant professor of
refigion, is preparing a mono
graph with his faculty grant, and
several faculty members will use
their grants for expenses in con
nection with their doctoral dis
sertations.
In the latter group are instruc
tors Bremer of the history depart
ment, Marchal of the philosophy
department, Moody of the an
thropology
department
and

G e t m o re
d ic t io n a r y w it h
y o u r d ic t io n a r y .
There's one desk dictionary that has more
than the others. It has more definitions of
words. Longer definitions. More synonyms
and antonyms. More idiomatic entries.
It has more of all these things than any
desk dictionary published, old or new.That
dictionary isThe Random House College
Dictionary. It gives you more dictionary.
The Random House College Dictionary

$7.95, thumb-indexed.

Schwartz of the economics de
partment.
Assistant Professor Ternes of
the German department will up
date the first chapter of his Ph.
D. dissertation, preparatory to
publication, and will also use his
grant in connection with several
other projects leading to publi
cation.
Mason, associate professor of
anthropology, will use his grant
to offset expenses in connection
with an archaelogical excavation
project in northern Door County
this summer.
Mason will lead about nine
Lawrence students on the five
week project, involving a site oc
cupied by American Indians from
about the time of Christ to the
age of French exploration.

M A R S H A L L B. H U L B E R T , vice-president and dean of

Lawrence and Downer colleges, rietires in June after a 38
year career of distinguished service to the University. Hulbert will return next year as a part-time professor of gov
ernment.

One-act reviews

Albee and Aeschylus:
6The Furies’ more effective
Craig Nienaber
W h e n two plays are given on the same evening, it is an
unfortunate fact of theatre that the plays deliver themselv
es up to comparison by the audience, and never are accept
ed entirely on their o w n rights. After last weekend’s oneact productions in the experimental theatre, it was E d 
ward Albee’s “The Death of Bessie Smith” that suffered
in the comparison with Aeschy
lus’ “The Furies ”
of the dialogue, but in places the
The basis of the comparison stow pace of the action nearly
rested in the dramatic control destroyed Albee’s dramatic build
evident in each production. Ken ing of scenes. One scene par
Harris’ production of Albee's one- ticularly, between the father and
act seemed to be constantly slip the nurse, his daughter, com
ping out of the hands of the ac pletely lost its comic potential be
tors. Still, the play worked, cause the cues were so slow that
ow ing to the strength of the play interest in the scene itself began
itself, several excellent perform to fade.
ances by the actors, and a gen
The quality of the acting is a
erally effective technical produc further illustration of the incon
tion. “The Death of Bessie Smith”
sistency of the production. Marty
uses the declining career and ac Freitag, as the nurse, was a sear
cidental death of one of Ameri ing bitch and almost carried the
ca’s first and perhaps greatest weight of the climatic action
blues singers as its focal point, alone. Her portrayal was at
but the real action of the play re times frighteningly real, and when
volves around the bigotry and de she finally dropped her pitch to
caying American Ethic set in a deliver the line, “ I am so tired!” ,
private Memphis hospital. The the very humanity of the char
play, Albee’s second effort, is not acter? established the humanity
of the caliber of several of his of the play. Joe Patterson, play
other plays (“ Zoo Story,” “ Vir ing Jack, Bessie Smith’s com
ginia Woolf"), but nonetheless panion, was able to range from
maintains the depth of charac the exuberance of finally head
terization and handling of physi ing north to New York It) the
cal action that Albee is known
desperation and helplessness of
for.
being turned away from the hos
Technically,
the
production pital after the accident.
w-orked very well to create a dis
The orderly, portrayed by Rich
tance and tension in the play.
King, was so effectively intimi
The blues music, sufficiently worn dated that one expected him to
and dated, wfas effectively used melt into the floor at any mo
throughout the play to place the ment. Joe Parrot, as a funky
action in the. late thirties and
intern with anatomical implica
give the atmosphere of any dum tions sieemed most often to be
py. slow-moving southern town on a character in search of a moti
a hot summer afternoon. And the vation. At times he was able
lighting worked efficiently to to bring out the humor of the
smooth transitions b e t w e e n
part, but most often he was lost
scenes. However, the use of re in a sea of wooden gestures. Steve
verberation on the tape simula Maxwell never got into the part
tion of the car accident was at of Bemie, which was never quite
best unfortunate. If reverbera real because he didn’t seem to
tion was intended to cneate dis believe in the part himself. And
John Thurman, a senile and stub
tance from the onstage action,
the tape used earlier of the car born bigot, gave a very deep indialogue should also have been terpix’tation to a character which
also needed to function comical
reverberated. As it was, it came
off as a convenient gimmick to ly*
emphasize the cosmic and melo
In contrast. Marcia Kinzie’s
dramatic proportions of the acci production of “The Furies” main
dent.
tained a control and direction
The major problem of the pro throughout the play. Adapted
from Aeschylus’ Oresteia. the
duction was a lack of control and
myth tells the story of Gnestes’
consistency. The action remain
ed low-loeyed throughout the trial before Athens for the mur
play, which added to the tension der of his mother, which was or

dered by Apollo. The Furies
pursue Ortestes, bring him to trial,
and are eventually reconciled by
Athena’s awarding them a home
on earth.
From the opening of the play,
when the Furies spun a webbing
of rope around the stage in dark
ness, the production achieved an
atmosphere of mythological fate
and darkness which was never
lost. . It was an almost impos
sible set, but it worked, for by
the end of the play it was the
audience as well as the stage
which was caught in the web.
The use of a single circle of
light on the stage was very ef
fective, providing a focus for
much of the action and creating
the symbolic context of the set
ting.
The acting was even and capa
ble of building to a climax after
which the audience breathed a
sigh of relief along with the citi
zens of Athens. The three Furies
were excellently portrayed by
Melissa Lamberton, Jan Erodesen, and Miriam Lang. Their
choreography and chorus, to say
nothing of their appearance, was
sufficiently repulsive, and their
transposition at the end of the
play from seething anger to re
luctant submission to near joy
was very real, considering that
they most often had to act as
a group.
Kay
Knudsen,
playing the
Priestess of ApoJlo was also ef
fective, initiating the action of
the play with a nerve-wracking
and memorable scream. Orestes,
played by Bob Milone, emerged
as a helpless mortal in the hands
of the gods, projecting both tost
pride and a desperate sense of
innocence. Buzz Bense as Apollo
and Wendy Cox as Athena caught
the stature of the characters, but
at times lost the authority of the
gods vocally by being too sub
dued. Cathy Tatge was wincingly evil as Clytemnestra, com
manding the Furies with a vio
lent combination of gesture and
inflection. Serving as the Furies
of Rhythm. Cindy Bunce and
Sarah Ryterband remained above
the action, drumming out the
emphasis of the dialogue, and
functioning as a Greek chorus.

